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Fashion Nova is  a popular online retailer targeted to women and men, also offering s tyles  for the curvy. Image credit: Fashion Nova

 
By Milton Springut

The Federal Trade Commission announced in late April a $9.3 million settlement of its  complaint against Fashion
Nova, the online fashion store, for allegedly violating the FTC's "Mail Order Rule," which regulates shipping dates
and refunds, including for sales on the Internet.

Although seemingly complicated, once understood the FTC Mail Order rule is not difficult to comply with. But as the
Fashion Nova case shows, failing to pay attention to it can lead to rather painful results.

The FTC charged that St. Vernon, CA-based Fashion Nova had failed to properly notify customers and give them the
chance to cancel their orders when shipments were delayed, and that the company illegally used gift cards, instead
of issuing refunds, to compensate consumers for unshipped merchandise.

As the COVID-19 crisis drives more sales online, fulfillment and shipping delays have increased, bringing online
retailers into potential trouble with the FTC. So, it is  important for sellers to ascertain whether they are in compliance.

The key questions to ask (1) are promised shipping times, based on objective facts, realistic? (2) if delays result, are
notices and refund offers consistent with the FTC's requirements? and (3) does the company have sufficient
records to back up these points?

Representations as to shipping times
The FTC rule requires a retailer to have a "reasonable basis" for any promised shipping date. If no specific date is
given, then the FTC sets 30 days as the default.

Reasonable basis means that there is sufficient objective information for a businessperson to be satisfied that the
representation is correct.

Relevant factors to consider include anticipated demand, supply, fulfillment procedures and record-keeping
logistics associated with the order.

A seller has to continually evaluate whether the promised shipping time is reasonable and will likely be satisfied. If
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the facts change such as a delay from suppliers or a surge in orders sellers need to reevaluate any promised
shipping times.

Such reviews are often done in any event by online sellers, so compliance is not going to be difficult. Doing so with
an eye to FTC compliance avoids potentially costly fines.

Fashion Nova claims  to be one of the mos t-searched fashion brands  on Google. Image credit: Fashion Nova

What if orders are delayed?
Delays happen despite the best of good faith intentions. What then?

One option is to cancel the order, for a full refund. If the seller does not believe it will be able to fulfill the order, the
FTC requires that it must cancel the order and provide a full refund.

If, on the other hand, the seller believes it will eventually be able to fill the order, but only that it will be delayed, then
it can provide a delay notice to customers. The delay notice has to provide a new expected shipping date and offer
the customer the option to cancel the order for a full refund.

The first time there is a delay, the seller may state that if the customer does not cancel, it will assume that the
customer agrees to the delayed shipment, so long as the new shipping date is not more than 30-days out.

When delays happen, then it is  important that the delay notice be carefully reviewed to make sure that it complies
with the FTC rule, and that customers are offered an easy and cost-free method of cancelling. Doing so is an easy
way to avoid expensive trouble with the FTC.

Refunds full credit
Required refunds must be provided within seven days. Refunds must be through a credit to the customer's credit
card or other payment method, such as PayPal, not through vouchers, scrip, or store credit. This is one of the rules
that Fashion Nova allegedly violated, and the FTC tends to be very strict about enforcing.

Recommended record keeping
The FTC strongly recommends that merchants keep records that substantiate compliance with the rule. The FTC
warns that if it takes action against a seller, then the seller bears the burden of proving that it has complied with the
FTC rule. Without contemporaneous adequate records, this may be impossible.

Such documentation should provide answers to the following questions:

Is there substantiation for shipment representations?

How is demand anticipated?

How is inventory monitored?

How is inventory acquisition coordinated with customer demand and order cancellation?

How are demand needs communicated to and met by buyers/suppliers/drop shippers?

How does the fulfillment system work?

How is the fulfillment system designed to meet the requirements of the FTC's rule?

Are the delay option notices in compliance?

Does the customer's exercise of a cancellation option result in a prompt refund response?

Is record-keeping adequate?

Are adequate records kept for each individual order showing?

date the order was received;



 

the contents of and date of any delay option notice;

the date any exercise of a cancellation option was received;

the date of any shipment and the merchandise shipped; and

the date of any refund and the merchandise for which the refund was made?

Best practices are to maintain these records for five years, the statute of limitations for FTC enforcement. Of course,
in the age of computers, maintaining such records should be fairly easy, so long as a proper system is set up to
substantiate compliance.

Compliance with the FTC rule is the seller's responsibility
It is  the seller who is responsible for compliance with the rules. Sellers who rely on third parties, such as drop-
shippers or Amazon's fulfillment services, to fill orders, cannot use delays caused by these third parties as an
excuse to avoid the rule.

Sellers have to take all reasonable efforts to make sure that the third-party is acting consistently with any promises
made by the seller.

Substitutions
If a seller cannot fill the order, can it substitute a different, comparable item? The answer depends on whether the
substitute is "materially different" from what was ordered. If not materially different, then the substitution can be
made.

But if it is  materially different, then the FTC requires that the customer must consent to the substitution, or be offered
a refund.

"Materially different" means that the merchandise differs in some manner that is likely to affect the customer's
choice of the merchandise. This can include many seemingly minor differences, including differences in design,
style, color, fabric or promoted end use. The FTC considers any product characteristics mentioned or depicted in
advertising to be "material."

Again, once properly understood, this rule is not difficult to comply with. The easiest course and also the most
customer friendly is to always offer the customer the option of a refund or substitution. But inattention to this
requirement potentially can lead to expensive FTC enforcement.

Avoiding enforcement by the FTC
The FTC is charged by law in enforcing these rules, and the enforcement can be painful, including steep civil fines
and orders for consumer refunds. The Fashion Nova settlement is only the latest of numerous FTC settlements for
violations of the Mail Order Rule.

Given this history of large settlements, online sellers are well advised to invest some time and effort to ensure they
are in compliance with the FTC rules. The relative cost of ensuring compliance is small and may well avoid much
larger expenses down the road.

Milton Springut is  a partner at Springut Law PC
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